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T£ND£R NOTICE
Sealed Quotations are hereby invited from the bonafide bus owners quoting hiring rates
per bus in dry basis per month.University
2500km/20

Lt. except

transpiration

breakoil

shall provide

fuel (Diesel) @ 3km./Lt. & lubricants @

and gearoil. Six(6) no.of buses are required

from Kalyani/Kanchrapara

to Mohanpur

for providing

and for educational/

holidays/ weekdays for short./ long distance as and when required.

other trips on

The complete tender paper

along with a Draft of Rs.5000.00 (Rupees five thousand) only as earnest money in favour of
BCKV on SBI /UBI

to be submitted, except our existing provider

already been deposited
conditions

whos earnest money has

in our custody.The hiring of buses shall be on the following terms and

:

Terms and conditions
1. The owner shall provide the bus with good condition having comfortable sitting
arrangements of 55 + 1 capacity with seats in 3/2 rows.
2. The owner shall provide the bus with Driver, Cleaner and pay the wages etc . for them.
3. The owner shall provide the Driver having heavy driving license with 5 years experience
and good record of performances.
4.

The owner shall bear the maintenance/reapair costs as and when required.

5. The Cleaner of the bus shall check the identify/coupon of the passengers
6. The Cars should be at last of 2004 models.
7. The Vehicles shall have to be placed for trial at Mohanpur on 25/01/2017at 12 noon
The Tender papers for the bus should contain/mentioning

the following:

(l)Name of the owner, (2) Address of owner,(3) Registration Certificate for the bus,(4) Blue
Book, (5) Fitness Certificate for the bus,{6) Pollution Certificate for the bus.
The interested

parties are requested to quote their rates (per month in dry basis) in

sealed cover and submit the same to the office of the Assistant

Registrar-

Ill on or before

24/01/2017 at 2 pm. which will be opened on 24/01/2017 at 3.00 p.m and interested

parties

may present at the time of opening of tender papers .
The undersigned reserves the right to accept or reject any tender for any causes

without

assigning any reason whatsoever.
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Assistant Registrar-Ill
P.T.O

